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Abstract

   Proxy Mobile IPv6 (PMIPv6) and Mobile IPv6 (MIPv6) are the base
   protocols defined by IETF for network based and client based
   mobility.  This document analyzes PMIPv6 and two MIPv6 extensions,
   DSMIP and NEMO, with regard to multiple Home Network Prefixes
   handling during handover.
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1.  Introduction

   MIPv6 is the IETF standard for client-based mobility [RFC3775] and
   PMIPv6 is an extension of MIPv6 developed to offer network-based
   mobility [RFC5213].  Those two protocols will be deployed on a wide
   scale.  On the other hand, DSMIP [I-D.ietf-mext-nemo-v4traversal] and
   NEMO [RFC3963] are two major variants of MIPv6 used to support IPv4
   mobility and mobile routers (MR).  Therefore, standardizing
   interactions between those protocols becomes mandatory.  Three
   scenarios have been presented in [I-D.ietf-netlmm-mip-interactions].

   * Scenario A: Two distinct PMIPv6 domains inside a single MIPv6
   domain.

   * Scenario B: A single domain where PMIPv6 and MIPv6 are supported.

   * Scenario C: A collocated LMA/HA serving distinct PMIPv6 and MIPv6
   domain.

   In this document, the ability to manage the mobility of a MN with
   more than one assigned HNPs for a mobility session is considered.
   This allows reducing the Binding Cache size, the signaling load and
   the security processing in some ways.  PMIP allows multiple HNPs for
   a single mobility session while MIPv6 does not.  MIPv6 [RFC3775]
   works with only one v6 HoA by MIPv6 session.  Therefore, we will not
   consider MIPv6 as managing multiples HNPs results on multiple MIPv6
   sessions.  DSMIP [I-D.ietf-mext-nemo-v4traversal] has the same
   limitations as MIPv6 except that a MN can have several v4 HoAs from
   different prefixes.  On the contrary, NEMO [RFC3963] supports
   multiple prefixes assignment.

   Having multiple HNPs is interesting for example in the case where,
   through a single LMA, a MN is connected to several service providers
   which assign prefixes to the MN.  In this situation, the mobility is
   managed through a single mobility session.  This features is also
   interesting for Mobile Routers (MR).  Here we consider DSMIP and NEMO
   as they are MIPv6 extensions that support multiple HNPs assignment in
   different ways.  Moreover, PMIP is the only network based IP mobility
   protocol.  Therefore, in this document we describe handover between
   PMIP and client based IP Mobility protocols (DSMIP and NEMO).

https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc3775
https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc5213
https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc3963
https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc3775
https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc3963
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2.  Conventions used in this document

   The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL","SHALL NOT",
   "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this
   document are to be interpreted as described in [RFC2119].
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3.  Terminology

   All the general mobility-related terms used in this document are to
   be interpreted as defined in the Mobile IPv6 [RFC3775], Proxy Mobile
   IPv6 [RFC5213], NEMO [RFC3963] and DSMIP
   [I-D.ietf-mext-nemo-v4traversal] base specifications.
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4.  Interaction between PMIP and client based protocols

   We now describe the interaction between PMIP, DSMIP and NEMO
   protocols.  First, note that we will not address scenario B mentioned
   in [I-D.ietf-netlmm-mip-interactions] as it does not involve any
   handover.  Home Addresses in a PMIP domain are referred as P-HoA and
   Home Addresses in the other protocol are simply labeled HoA.

4.1.  Scenario A

   In this scenario, PMIP is used for local mobility and the other
   protocols for global mobility.  We consider the case where Multiple
   HNPs are assigned in the PMIP domain.

4.1.1.  PMIP-DSMIP

   Here, the MN can locally obtain several HNPs and forms P-HoAs based
   on these HNPs.  To register more than one P-HoA as CoAs with the
   DSMIP HA, the MN must use Multiple CoA [I-D.ietf-monami6-multiplecoa]
   specification (MCoA).  After a handover in a new PMIP domain, the MN
   can configure different P-HoAs and register them with the DSMIPv6 HA.
   Note that some extensions to MCoA protocol are required to register
   v4 P-HoA as CoA.

4.1.2.  PMIP-NEMO

   The same operations described in Section 4.1.1 apply here and the
   MCoA specification can be modify to handle the assignment of a Mobile
   Network Prefix (MNP) toward a specific CoA.

4.2.  Scenario C

   In this scenario, the LMA and the HA are collocated.  Let's also
   mentioned that there is no prefix sharing between MNs as stated in
   [I-D.ietf-netlmm-mip-interactions].  Moreover, when in the PMIP
   domain, it is recommended to create the SA for the DSMIP or NEMO
   session in order to reduce the handover delay.

4.2.1.  PMIP-DSMIP

4.2.1.1.  Handover PMIP-DSMIP

   We consider that the MN is assigned several HNPs in the PMIP domain.
   Based on [I-D.ietf-mext-nemo-v4traversal] and [RFC5213]
   specifications, the MN MUST choose one HNP and register it in the
   DSMIPv6 domain, loosing connectivity through the other HNPs.  We
   suggest to label one HNP as the primary one in the PMIP domain.  This
   primary HNP will likely be chosen in for registration in the DSMIP

https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc5213
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   domain.  The MN can also create one DSMIPv6 session for each assigned
   HNP, which is not optimal.

   As the whole prefix is reserved for a MN, a simple extension to
   DSMIPv6 could be to allow several v6HoAs in the BCE but perform all
   the signaling and security operations based on a single HoA labeled
   as the primary HoA.  Therefore, allowing multiple HoAs is equivalent
   to allowing multiple HNPs.  The MN is then able to send a single BU
   and binds all the HNPs to a single CoAs.  Modifying DSMIP in this way
   should be straightforward as DSMIP already allows v6 and v4 HoAs in a
   single binding and all the signaling and security operations are
   based on the v6HoA.

4.2.1.2.  Handover DSMIP-PMIP

   Two sub-cases may happen here:

   1.  The MN runs one or more DSMIPv6 session with one HNP for each
       session
       After the handover, the PMIP domain assigns the HNPs used in the
       DSMIPv6 domain and additional ones if required for a single PMIP
       session.  The HNP used in the MIPv6 domains are labeled as the
       primary HNPs.  The MN MUST maintain the MIPv6 SAs.

   2.  The MN uses one DSMIPv6 session with several HNPs
       In this case, the prefix list used in the DSMIPv6 BCE is copied
       to the PMIP BCE and all the HNPs are assigned to the MNs.  The
       primary HNP in the PMIP domain is also the primary one in the
       DSMIPv6 domain.  The MN MUST maintain the DSMIPv6 SA using the
       primary v6HoA.

4.2.2.  PMIP-NEMO

   As the LMA and NEMO HA are collocated, the same sets of prefixes
   advertised as HNPs in the PMIP domain can be used as MNPs in the NEMO
   domain as those prefixes are reserved.  When the MN is in the PMIP
   domain, the SA with the NEMO HA should be created.

4.2.2.1.  Handover PMIP-NEMO

   As the MN (which became a MR in the NEMO domain) knows which prefixes
   are advertised in the PMIP domain, after the handover, it inserts all
   the PMIP HNPs as MNPs in the BU sent to the NEMO HA.  A binding is
   created towards the CoA for all those MNPs.  The MR can also follow
   the implicit mode where the HA will be responsible of retrieving all
   the HNPs used int he PMIP domain and assigning them to the MN as
   MNPs. if other means are used to assign the MNPs in the NEMO domain,
   the MN or the HA should send the HNPs as hints during the signaling.
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4.2.2.2.  Handover NEMO-PMIP

   When the LMA/HA receives the PBU for the MN, it checks the NEMO BCE
   and assigns all the MNPs as HNPs to the MN.  Therefore, the MR can
   continue serving its MNPs, believing it is on the home network.
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5.  Recommendations

   For scenario A, the best approach is to register all the P-HoAs
   formed in the PMIP domain as CoAs at the HA.  This is performed using
   MCoA [I-D.ietf-monami6-multiplecoa] specification.  For scenario C,
   the interaction between PMIP and NEMO is the most elegant way of
   providing multiple HNPs support.  However, as NEMO is not expected to
   be supported by most of the HAs, a slight modification of DSMIPv6
   where multiple HNPs (or at least multiple v6HoAs) are supported
   represents the best alternative.
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6.  Security Considerations

   The issue brought here resides in the SA for the signaling message as
   there are several HNPs and it is not scalable to have one SA for each
   HoA or HNP.  The MN in scenario C MUST be able to create the SA based
   on one primary HoA.  When receiving a signaling packet, the LMA/HA
   MUST be able to identify the primary HoA or HNP in order to locate
   the right SA for the host.
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7.  IANA Considerations

   TBD
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